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Abstract
We develop an Evolutionary Markov Chain Monte Carlo (EMCMC) algorithm for sampling
spatial partitions that lie within a large and complex spatial state space. Our algorithm com-
bines the advantages of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) as optimization heuristics for state
space traversal and the theoretical convergence properties of Markov Chain Monte Carlo algo-
rithms for sampling from unknown distributions. Local optimality information that is identi-
fied via a directed search by our optimization heuristic is used to adaptively update a Markov
chain in a promising direction within the framework of a Multiple-Try Metropolis Markov
Chain model that incorporates a generalized Metropolis-Hasting ratio. We further expand the
reach of our EMCMC algorithm by harnessing the computational power afforded by massively
parallel architecture through the integration of a parallel EA framework that guides Markov
chains running in parallel.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1
Figure 1: Spatial Geographic Units that Encompass the State of Ohio and a Particular Spatial
Partition of those Units into 16 Disjoint Contiguous Zones
1 Introduction
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods originated in statistical physics (Metropolis et al.,
1953) and have migrated to applications in many disciplines. A particular use of MCMC that
has wide application is for sampling from complex and unknown distributions. While the theory
of MCMC methods ensures sampling from unknown distributions, it is not always straightfor-
ward to devise these methods for a particular application, and the theoretical result, moreover, is
asymptotic. Indeed, if the application problem is large and the state space is difficult to traverse,
the amount of time required before the theoretical convergence of a Markov chain is realized may
be prohibitively long. Hence, while MCMC methods are theoretically attractive, successful imple-
mentation for complex applications can be quite challenging.
Consider the spatial partitioning application illustrated in Figure 1. The goal is to characterize
the set of all possible feasible partitions of size k, where feasible is defined as a partition that
satisfies a specific set of constraints (e.g., contiguity). The plot on the left displays a fixed set of
geographic units that collectively encompasses the entire state of Ohio. The plot on the right shows
one particular mutually exclusive and exhaustive partition of these geographic units into k = 16
disjoint contiguous sets. One can visually see that, given the large number of base geographic
units, there is an enormous number of distinct partitions into 16 disjoint contiguous sets. Indeed,
this number is sufficiently large that it is computationally infeasible to enumerate the set of all
partitions within current computing capabilities. Since an exhaustive search is not possible, an
alternative route is to produce a representative sample of the universal set, which would also
allow us to derive insights into the underlying population of feasible partitions. MCMC methods
provide a possible route for sampling from this unknown population distribution. However, how
to specify an MCMC model that produces a sample of feasible spatial partitions is not obvious.
For many applications, a common MCMC strategy is to define a Markov transition function
that amounts to a small or local random change in the current state. Small or local changes are
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attractive for two reasons. First, they are conceptually and operationally simple—these moves are
easy to define and relatively simple to implement. Second, the Metropolis-Hastings ratio (Metropo-
lis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) needs to regularly lead to accepted transition proposals. Since
a small change likely results in a large Metropolis-Hastings ratio, the movement of the Markov
chain is then fairly fluid. At the same time, because these are small movements in a very large state
space, the resulting Markov chain converges slowly and is, moreover, likely to become trapped
in localized regions. Hence, for large or complex applications, though this type of chain may be
simple to specify, it is not likely to converge rapidly enough to be practically useful. In this case,
performance is compromised for conceptual ease.
For the spatial partitioning application, given a feasible state, a small or local random change
might be to choose a geographic unit on a zone border and reassign it to an adjacent zone. This
type of movement is conceptually and operationally simple, both to understand and to implement.
One can see, however, that when there are a large number of geographic units, relying solely
on this type of movement to traverse the underlying population of feasible partitions would be
inefficient, and likely prohibitively so.
To improve performance and hasten convergence, one approach is to define larger steps for
the Markov chain. Two particular benefits accrue from pursuing this strategy. First, larger moves
may enable a chain to escape from local optimal states. Second, if well-designed, these larger
moves can more efficiently and effectively traverse a large state space, leading to faster conver-
gence of the chain. However, how to conceive intelligent and large movements that effectively
transition from one feasible partition to another feasible partition is not easily discernible. Simply
“large” movements are likely to result in small Metropolis-Hastings ratios, which lead to rejected
proposals, and thus to a non-fluid and ineffective Markov chain.
Plainly, a central goal for an effective MCMC algorithm is to devise a chain that is able to
traverse the state space in both an effective and efficient manner. Notably, effective and efficient
solution space traversal is precisely the same objective that animates the research on optimization
heuristics. Here, we examine how insights that have been gleaned from the optimization heuris-
tics literature might be adapted to improve the performance of MCMC algorithms for the spatial
partitioning problem. The main task in marrying these two literatures is to fit the mechanics of
the optimization search within the MCMC theoretical framework that enables sampling.
2 Intelligent State Space Traversal
2.1 Gibbs Sampler
Intelligent and randomized state space traversal are fundamental to performance, whether for
an optimization heuristic or for an MCMC algorithm. One way in which the moves can be both
random and purposeful rather than simply random, is to follow the local dynamics of the target
distribution. A Gibbs sampler follows the local dynamics of the target distribution by composing
a sequence of conditional distributions along a set of sampling directions. In practice, while Gibbs
samplers are ensured theoretical convergence, they may converge quite slowly, because it is often
not clear how to intelligently sample from the full conditional distributions.
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In the Gibbs sampler, we wish to sample from f(x) where x can be broken down into compo-
nents, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). One iteration of a systematic scan Gibbs sampler can be described as
follows. Begin at some state, x(0). At iteration i,
1. Sample x(i+1)1 from the conditional distribution f(x1 |x(i)2 , x(i)3 , . . . , x(i)n ).
2. Sample x(i+1)2 from the conditional distribution f(x2 |x(i+1)1 , x(i)3 , . . . , x(i)n ).
...
n. Sample x(i+1)n is sampled from f(xn |x(i+1)1 , x(i+1)2 , . . . , x(i+1)n−1 )
The sequence of realizations, {x(t) = (x(t)1 , x(t)2 , . . . , x(t)n )}, forms a Markov chain with stationary
distribution, f(x).
Two challenges must be overcome for the Gibbs sampler to be successful. First is the issue of
conjugacy or the ability to sample from the conditional distributions (Carlin and Gelfand, 1991).
Second is how to overcome the difficulty in constructing univariate sampling directions in such a
way that ensures rapid movement around the support of f(x) when simple random movement is
insufficient. In other words, while it is possible to devise a Gibbs sampler that follows the local
dynamics of the target distribution, how precisely one intelligently, and thus effectively, devises
this movement is non-obvious and, further, application dependent.
The conjugacy issue can be addressed with the Griddy-Gibbs sampler (Ritter and Tanner, 1992)
where rather than sampling from the full conditional distributions, one may form a simple approx-
imation of the inverse CDF on a grid of points. However, even with a successful implementation
of the Griddy-Gibbs sampler that addresses the difficulties of sampling from the full conditional
distributions, the challenge of devising intelligent movements in purposeful directions remains.
2.2 Adaptive Direction Sampling
Adaptive Direction Sampling (ADS) is a general technique that fits within the framework of the
Gibbs sampler and aims to sample in a particular search direction. It was introduced as an auto-
mated way of overcoming the slow convergence in the Gibbs sampler by providing a way to guide
sampling from the conditional distributions (Gilks, Roberts and George, 1994; Roberts and Gilks,
1994). The ADS algorithm also introduces a way in which the interaction of multiple Markov
chains can be specified to improve the performance of MCMC by proposing that the sampling
direction be updated with information from a different Markov chain state.
ADS can be adapted in various ways. The general form of ADS is
x(t+1)c = x
(t)
c + r(v
(t) + u(t)x(t)c ), (1)
where v(t), an n-vector, and u(t), a scalar, are any functions of the current set, S(t), excluding x(t)c ,
the current state, all at time or state t. If v(t) is the difference between two points in the current set,
parallel ADS emerges. If v(t) is a random coordinate direction with u(t) = 0, we have the Gibbs
sampler. The hit-and-run algorithm emerges when v(t) is a random direction and u(t) = 0 (Be´lisle,
Romeijn and Smith, 1993).
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Although adapting the direction of the sampling with information from another state can
clearly be helpful, the core problem with intelligent state space traversal remains. Indeed, studies
of the ADS algorithm indicate that it is not particularly effective for improving sampling efficiency
generally if the direction generated by ADS remains rather arbitrary. Instead, moving in the di-
rection of the other chains improves the state space traversal only when such movement coincides
with transitions that are intelligent and purposeful.
2.3 Adaptive Direction Sampling Guided by Evolutionary Algorithm Operators
Rather than relying on an arbitrary direction, Liang and Wong (2001) guide the directional sam-
pling of ADS with their snooker crossover, a recombination operator from an evolutionary algorithm
(EA) that they modify to fit within the MCMC framework. That is, they utilize an optimization
heuristic to define the sampling direction in ADS. In the snooker algorithm, a set of possible states,
S, is retained. In the language of evolutionary algorithms, these possible states comprise the pop-
ulation. From the set, S, two states are chosen randomly, one as the current state, xc, and one
as the anchor state, xa. The direction of movement is then chosen along a line that connects the
current state and the anchor state. From equation (1), the snooker algorithm arises when u(t) = −1
and v(t) = x(t)a , where x
(t)
a is a randomly chosen state from S(t), excluding x
(t)
c . To prevent the
new states from being too concentrated around the anchor state, one can sample from an adjusted
full conditional distribution. The intuition is that after a burn-in period, the set of states is likely to
be in high density regions, and high density states are helpful for identifying sampling directions
for a Gibbs sampler.
While the snooker algorithm is a recombination evolutionary algorithm operator that can be
adapted to fit within the mathematical framework of MCMC, the effectiveness and efficiency of
the algorithm for recovering samples for any particular application is still dependent on how its
operators traverse that particular state space. In the optimization literature, it is clear that while
EAs have been successful for many applications, significant effort must still be expended to adapt
the heuristic to the particular solution landscape. To be sure, EAs are not panaceas. Rather, they
comprise a general technique whose success is dependent on successful adaptation of the evolu-
tionary framework to a specific application.
All the same time, combining optimization heuristics within an MCMC framework is a promis-
ing strategy for difficult problems, and one that has already been successfully implemented for a
number of interesting problems, including Bayesian mixture models, Cp model sampling, and
change point problems (Liang and Wong, 2000, 2001; Laskey and Myers, 2003). The main hin-
drance is that the approach is general, and successful implementation of both the optimization
as well as the MCMC components, especially for complex applications, must be tuned to the id-
iosyncrasies of the application state space.
2.4 The Multiple-Try Method
Liu, Liang and Wong (2000) generalize how Markov chain movement can be adapted with op-
timization heuristics in their Multiple-Try Method (MTM). They propose a way to incorporate
optimization steps into an MCMC sampler with a multiple-try Metropolis-like transition rule that
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enables a more thorough exploration of the neighboring region that is defined by a transition pro-
posal, T (x,y). The method is general and Liu, Liang and Wong (2000) demonstrate how MTM
can be combined with different MCMC variants (in particular, ADS, Griddy-Gibbs samplers, and
the Hit-and-Run algorithm) to produce more effective samplers.
In the MTM framework, suppose that the current state is x. The optimization heuristic pro-
poses some set of m proposal moves, Y = {y1, . . . ,ym}. In this way, the optimization heuristic
provides a method for directional sampling without the shortcoming of previous approaches that
relied primarily on a random direction. Importantly, since an optimization move may not be a
proper Markov transition, it cannot simply be accepted as the next state in a Markov chain. In-
stead, from the set of proposal states created by the optimization heuristic, one proposal state,
y ∈ Y, is selected probabilistically, and this selected proposal is then accepted or rejected accord-
ing to a generalized Metropolis-Hastings ratio that has the form,
rg = min
{
1,
ξ(y1,x) + · · ·+ ξ(ym,x)
ξ(x∗1,y) + · · ·+ ξ(x∗m,y)
}
, (2)
where ξ(y,x) is the probability of choosing proposal y from the set Y, and {x∗i }, i = 1, . . . ,m,
comprise a set of proposal moves from the same optimization heuristic that now begins at state y
and moves in the direction of state x.
Liu, Liang and Wong (2000) develop and demonstrate these ideas with a Conjugate-Gradient
Monte Carlo where the search direction proceeds along a vector whose direction is based on the
conjugate gradient. Once the direction is chosen, randomness is injected via the magnitude of this
vector. Searching along a gradient is one optimization technique, but plainly not the only option.
This tactic is effective for certain types of state spaces, but not ideal for other types, and certainly
not for all types. Indeed, optimization heuristics come in many different genres, and within these
genres, with many different specifications and implementations. However, the MTM framework
is general such that any optimization technique can be employed to create a set of proposal moves
that are then accepted or rejected according to the generalized Metropolis-Hastings ratio.
The evolution of these algorithms highlights a theme encountered repeatedly both in statistical
modeling and in the design of optimization heuristics. Namely, there is not one fixed solution that
is ideal for every application. There are only general guiding principles for utilizing particular
modeling frameworks. Incontrovertibly, devising Markov chains must be done with the pecu-
liarities of the application in mind. As well, the success of optimization heuristics increases in
likelihood when they are designed to adapt to application idiosyncrasies. In every case, circum-
spection is necessary in the selection of a meaningful and effective search direction for either the
Markov chain transitions or the optimization heuristic steps.
3 An Evolutionary Algorithm for Spatial Optimization
While traversal of some state spaces may seem to fit into standard frameworks, other state spaces
are more unusual. Constrained spatial state spaces produce particularly thorny applications since
it is difficult to envision how one might transform multi-dimensional spatial characteristics into
uni-dimensional searches. Indeed, spatial constraints pose particular problems for both spatial
optimization as well as sampling techniques because spatial requirements can impose significant
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restrictions on the viability of large portions of the possible solution space. (Duque, Church and
Middleton, 2011; Francis and White, 1974; Hof and Bevers, 1998; O’Kelly and Miller, 1994)
In the context of evolutionary algorithms, we know that conventional EA heuristics, based on
non-spatial binary problem encodings, prove to be problematic for spatial optimization problems.
Indeed, for spatial applications, the efficiency and effectiveness of an algorithm is closely tied
to how the spatial properties are integrated into the decision search space (Liu and Cho, 2020).
In particular, when spatial characteristics are not explicitly considered in the algorithm design,
the resulting EA is inefficient and expends significant computational effort exploring infeasible
portions of the search space where the spatial constraints are violated. The severity of this problem
increases quickly with problem size.
The spatial partitioning optimization problem is closely related to our spatial sampling prob-
lem. In previous work, we have presented an EA for addressing the spatial and computational
complexities of this related optimization problem (Liu, Cho and Wang, 2016; Cho and Liu, 2017;
Liu and Cho, 2020). We now review this optimization heuristic and delineate how it can be inte-
grated into an MCMC framework that enables the ability to sample spatial partitions.
3.1 Spatial Partitioning Application
Consider the spatial partitioning application where we wish to partition a set of n spatial units,
u1, u2, . . . , un, into a set of k disjoint spatially contiguous zones that each satisfy a specified set of
spatial as well as non-spatial constraints.
Mathematical Formulation
I : set of spatial units;
A: set of adjacent unit pairs;
K: set of zones;
nk: number of units in zone k;
x = {xik} : xik =
{
1 if unit i is assigned to zone k
0 otherwise
yijk: flow from unit i to unit j for zone k
hik =
{
1 if unit i is the hub of zone k
0 otherwise
Objective minimize obj(x)
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Constraints∑
j | (i,j)∈A
yijk −
∑
j | (j,i) ∈A
yjik = nkhik − xik ∀ k ∈ K, ∀ i ∈ I (3)∑
j | (j,i)∈A
yjik 6 (nk − 1)xik ∀ k ∈ K, ∀ i ∈ I (4)∑
k∈K
xik = 1 ∀ i ∈ I (5)∑
i∈i
hik = 1 ∀ k ∈ K (6)
ax 6 b (7)
xik, hik ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K,∀ i ∈ I (8)
yijk > 0 ∀ k ∈ K,∀ (i, j) ∈ A (9)
The above formulation is revised from Shirabe (2009), who defines the contiguity for each par-
tition as a network flow from all of the spatial units in each zone to their zone hub that receives
the flow. The objective function, obj(), is a weighted sum of spatial and non-spatial objectives.
Constraint (3) requires that the difference of flow into a unit i and out of i must be (nk − 1). This
means that if unit i is the hub of zone k, the flow traverses each unit in the zone exactly once. Oth-
erwise, this constraint has no effect. Constraint (4) ensures that no unit is visited twice. Constraint
(5) guarantees that each unit is a member of one and only one zone. Constraint (6) guarantees that
each zone has only one hub. These four constraints together ensure that all of the units are par-
titioned into exactly k contiguous zones. Constraint (7) denotes all other non-spatial constraints.
While unit assignment is discrete (Constraint (8)), the flow is formulated as a continuous variable
(Constraint (9)). We can also see that this problem is computationally intractable since Constraints
(3) and (4) generate a number of inequalities that increases exponentially with the number of units.
One example of a constraint is the requirement for weight balancing. across zones. Here,
each spatial unit, uj , j = 1, . . . , n, is associated with a weight, u
(w)
j . Each zone, i = 1, . . . , k, is an
aggregation of some number of these units, and the weight for zone i is wi =
∑
uj∈ zone i u
(w)
j . The
aggregated weight for any one zone is required to be within a small specified range, ε, of all other
zones,
maxki=1wi −minki=1wi∑k
i=1wi
< ε. (10)
There are many other constraints that may be imposed on the solutions. One example is
a mathematically defined shape requirements that may, for instance, constrain the size of the
isoperimeter quotient or the ratio of the area of a zone to the area of a circle with the same perime-
ter. Another example of a spatial constraint is a requirement that certain spatial units must be
contained in the same zone. While there are a large number of possibilities for spatial constraints,
they all have the effect that they limit the global state space to a smaller feasible state space where
feasibility is defined as states that satisfy these specific spatial and non-spatial constraints.
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Figure 2: Chromosome encoding for spatial partitioning application
To formulate an EA for this spatial partitioning problem, we may encode the chromosome
(shown in Figure 2) as an integer array with n alleles, β1, β2, . . . , βn. Each allele, βi, takes on one
value from the set, [1, k]. We introduce a virtual unit 0 and its associated zone 0 to indicate the
region border outside and surrounding the units being partitioned. Every spatial unit is assigned
to exactly one zone.
This formulation is similar to the Real-Encoded Evolutionary Monte Carlo (Liang and Wong,
2001) except that βi ∈ [0, k] ∈ Z instead of βi ∈ R. While this may seem like a reduction in the
solution space, note that in our application, the state space becomes much more complex since the
spatial constraints significantly restrict which encodings are valid or feasible solutions and render
most of the combinatorial encodings as infeasible because they violate the spatial constraints. In
turn, the restrictions on which encodings are valid makes the solution space traversal especially
difficult since randomly choosing alleles to alter is then very likely to result in a solution that
violates the constraints. Movement in the solution space thus must be carefully considered and
spatially aware to avoid wasted computational effort.
3.1.1 Spatial Mutation Operator
For this spatial partitioning optimization problem, Liu and Cho (2020) formulated two EA spatial
operators. The first is an ejection chain-based mutation operator, ECMUT, which selects a chromo-
some at random and mutates a small number of its “mutable” alleles where an allele is defined as
mutable if the change in the allele does not result in an infeasible solution. When a small number
of alleles are mutated, at least one of the alleles is on a zone border. This process may be described
as follows.
1. Randomly choose one chromosome, xi from the current population, S.
2. Add a random vector subject to constraints, e, to create a new chromosome yi = xi + e,
where e is chosen so that yi is a feasible solution.
3.1.2 Spatial Path-Relinking Crossover Operator
The second EA operator is spatial path-relinking crossover operator (PRCRX) that adapts the gen-
eral non-spatial path relinking method to the spatial context. It does so by providing an ordered
way to explore and perform recombination in the neighborhood space defined by two chromo-
somes (Glover, 1994; Glover, Laguna and Marti, 2000) that respects spatial constraints. Details of
their operators are provided in Liu and Cho (2020). Here, we provide just a general description.
In particular, their spatial path-relinking crossover can be described as follows. At step i,
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Figure 3: Performance of the Spatial Path Relinking Crossover Operator (PRCRX)
1. randomly choose two chromosomes, a source solution, xs, and a target solution, xt, s 6= t,
from the population S(i).
2. The relinking process is comprised of a “walk” in the spatial neighborhood space between
the two solutions. Each step in the path converts a random allele from its value in xs to
its value in xt. It is possible that some of set of these steps will lead to infeasible solutions,
though spatial contiguity is always maintained.
3. If feasible solutions are found on the path, randomly pick one, y, to replace chromosome xs
with some probability, yielding a new population, S(i+1).
The ECMUT spatial mutation and PRCRX spatial crossover operators have been shown to be
effective and efficient for a large spatial partitioning optimization application.
Figure 3 shows the performance of these EA operators in an optimization context. We can
see from the figure that while ECMUT is also effective in identifying solutions with increasingly
optimal values, the spatial path relinking operator provides significant additional improvement in
the search process. In particular, PRCRX was able to reach lower fitness values more quickly and
more deliberately than the ECMUT operator alone, which exhibited improved, but more variable,
behavior.
In Liu and Cho (2020)’s empirical evaluation, they compared the performance of their EA op-
erators with the performance of four previously proposed spatial optimizers and provided com-
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pelling evidence that for the spatial partitioning optimization problem, the ECMUT and PRCRX
operators are more effective in guiding movement in promising search directions and thus iden-
tifying better solutions. Indeed, the idea of path relinking was originally developed to provide
guided intelligence for seeking integer solutions along the path between two relaxed real-number
solutions.
4 Evolutionary Spatial Sampling
Spatial optimization and spatial sampling share a common component, the need for effective and
efficient traversal of a spatial state space. While operators that have been designed for spatial
optimization cannot be used directly for sampling from spatial state spaces, they can be adapted
to an MCMC framework either through a Metropolis-Hastings framework, for instance, or by
providing a proposal set for directional sampling according to the structure of the Multiple-Try
Metropolis MCMC model. We now discuss how this adaptation might proceed for these particular
EA operators in the spatial partitioning problem.
4.1 ECMUTMutation
ECMUT is a fairly small and local movement, simply exchanging some small number, p, of muta-
ble units. The adaptation of the ECMUT mutation operator to define the transition of a Markov
chain for a standard Metropolis-Hastings MCMC is theoretically straightforward. In particular,
an ECMUT proposal is accepted with probability, min(1, r), defined by the Metropolis-Hastings
rule, where
r =
pi(y)T (y,x)
pi(x)T (x,y)
= exp{−[H(y)−H(x)]}T (y,x)
T (x,y)
, (11)
and T (x,y) is a proposal transition function. When the transition function, T (·), is symmetric
(as it is for non-spatial state spaces, where every allele is subject to possible mutation and may
be mutated to any other allele), only the fitness values are needed to compute the Metropolis-
Hastings ratio.
For our application, the transition function is not symmetric because we constrain ECMUT
movement to feasible alleles, at least one of which is located on a zone border. Hence, for the
spatial partitioning problem, we calculate the MH ratio as
rMUT =
Mx
My
exp{−[H(y)−H(x)]}, (12)
where Mx is the number of mutable units that may be chosen for the mutation step that originates
from solution x and that results in another feasible solution. Similarly, My is the number of muta-
ble units that may be chosen for the mutation step that originates from solution y and that results
in another feasible solution. H(·) is the fitness function value for a particular solution.
To distinguish the use of the operator for differing numbers of mutated units, we call the
operator ECMUT-p, where p is the number of units that are mutated. Variations of ECMUT-1
as an MCMC transition proposal for spatial partitioning have been discussed by others (Bangia
et al., 2017; Mattingly and Vaughn, 2014). For ECMUT-1, Mx and My are fairly straightforward to
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compute because they can be enumerated with modest computational effort even for large spatial
partitioning problems (Liu, Cho and Wang, 2016).
In particular, to compute Ms, where s is some solution, we can assess whether each boundary
unit for each zone is mutable, which means that it can be reassigned to a neighboring zone without
disconnecting its current zone and would result in a feasible solution after mutation. Notice that,
for a planar graph, where the edges indicate unit connectivity, the computing cost for Ms depends
on the number of neighbors that must be checked for contiguity for each unit on a zone boundary
and the total number of zone boundary units. Because of the sparsity of a planar graph, the
average cost of checking the direct neighbors of a zone boundary unit for mutability is O(1). In
addition, following the Euler characteristic, for any convex polyhedron surface, V − E + F = 2,
where V is the number of vertices, E is the number of edges, and F is the number of faces. In our
application, V = n, the number of units, E is the number of edges or adjacency links, and F is
the number of faces in our resulting finite and connected planar graph. We know that E ≤ 3n− 6
when n ≥ 3 since any face is bounded by at least three edges, and each edge touches two faces.
Therefore, for any unit, the average number of direct neighbors is less than three.
The relationship between b, the number of boundary units for all k zones, and n can be mod-
eled as the total length of the zone perimeters and the sum of the zone areas. We can make an
analogy to cutting a pizza into k pieces where the shape of each piece is inconsequential as long
as the k pieces collectively encompass the whole pizza. Here, each pizza piece is akin to a zone.
The upper bound of b is n, regardless of the value of k. For example, consider an n = q × k grid,
when each row of q cells is a zone in a k-partition solution. The lower bound of b is k. This would
occur in the scenario where one zone has (n− k+ 1) contiguous units while the (k− 1) remaining
zones contain one unit from the rest of the (k − 1) units. Hence, we know that kn ≤ bn ≤ 1. An
important observation is that, when k is fixed, the rate of decrease for the ratio, bn , is faster than
the rate of increase for n. That is, while the area increases linearly with n, the perimeter increases
in proportion to
√
n. The manifestation in our problem is that, as the problem size increases, the
cost of computing Ms rises much slower than the linear increase of n.
While ECMUT-1 provides a proper Markov transition with a computationally feasible MH
ratio, we have already discussed the issues associated with the ECMUT-1 transition. First, while
this type of transition in a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC is simple conceptually and operationally,
and results in a fluid Markov chain, the performance of such an operationalization is inefficient
and possibly insufficient if the state space is particularly large or complex. Unless the performance
can be greatly improved, perhaps via massive computational resources, this type of transition
proposal will be inadequate for large scale applications. Second, even for a relatively small spatial
partitioning application, because the spatial constraints render large numbers of the combinatorial
encodings as infeasible, this Markov chain is likely to become trapped in localized regions that
are disconnected from other feasible solutions, resulting in a reducible chain that is incapable of
sampling from the global state space.
An ECMUT-p operator, where p > 1, produces larger transitions, which contributes to search-
ing efficiency and reduces (though do not solve) the issues associated with disconnected state
space regions since invalid encodings can be traversed between the first and the pth single unit
step. If we are able to enumerate the set of possible transitions of size p from a solution x, we can
compute the MH ratio (12) directly. The tradeoff is, as p increases, this combinatorial calculation
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becomes increasingly computationally expensive, requiring innovations in algorithmic sophisti-
cation.1
4.2 Crossover and Recombination
EA crossover operators have been successfully integrated into an MCMC framework. For ex-
ample, Liang and Wong (2000) adapt a binary-encoded EA, where the alleles, βi ∈ {0, 1}, pro-
duce a chromosome that is a binary vector. Their crossover operators include a 1-point, 2-point,
and uniform crossover. They choose the first parent chromosome, xi from the population, x,
using a roulette wheel. The second parent, xj , is chosen randomly from the remaining chromo-
somes. From the two parent chromosomes, two offspring chromosomes, yi and yj , are gener-
ated. Without loss of generality, assume H(xi) ≥ H(xj) and H(yi) ≥ H(yj). A new population,
y = {x1, . . . , yi, . . . , yj , . . . , xn}, is proposed and is accepted with probability, min(1, rc), where
rc =
pi(y)T (y,x)
pi(x)T (x,y)
= exp{−[H(yi)−H(xi)]/ti − [H(yj)−H(xj)]/tj}T (y,x)
T (x,y)
(13)
is the Metropolis-Hastings ratio, and T(x,y) = P ((xi, xj) |x)P ((yi, yj) | (xi, xj)). Within the tran-
sition probability, P ((xi, xj) |x), the probability of selecting (xi, xj) from the population x, is
P ((xi, xj) |x) = 1
(n− 1)Z(x) [exp[−H(xi)/t] + exp{−H(xj)/t}], (14)
where Z(x) =
∑n
i=1 exp{−H(xi)/t}. Since this crossover operator is symmetric, the ratio of tran-
sition probabilities reduces to 1, and so only the selection probabilities, which are either chosen
randomly or based on fitness values, are needed to determine the acceptance probability.
Real-encoded EAs can be more intimidating than binary-encoded EAs in the sense that the
non-spatial real-encoded model, x = {β1, β2, . . . , βk}, with βi ∈ R, encompasses a much larger
solution space to traverse. However, when moving to the non-spatial real-encoded values no
additional complications are introduced in the adaptation for symmetric transition probabilities.
This occurs for simple crossover operators like the k-point or uniform crossovers.
Unfortunately, as we have discussed, these simple crossover operators are ineffective for spa-
tial applications because they are spatially unaware. Indeed, this was the impetus for deriving
new EA operators for spatial optimization where we designed the spatially cognizant PRCRX op-
erator to produce both larger movements and enable a more diversified search. Our empirical
evaluation showed that PRCRX offered significant improvement in both the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the optimization search process (Liu and Cho, 2020), making it an auspicious prospect
for an MCMC transition. Adaptation of PRCRX into an MCMC context, however, is not as simply
realized as it is for the common and basic binary EA crossover operators.
1Fifield et al. (2019) bypass the need for computational advancements by proposing an approximation for the tran-
sition probability, p!
(
1
ux
)p
. However, their approximation is based on intuition and was not theoretically derived.
They acknowledge that “it is difficult to develop a rigorous theoretical justification for the proposed approximation.”
In addition, while they provide an empirical example, the closeness of this approximation to the true value is unknown
in general and has not been rigorously tested or evaluated.
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4.3 The Spatial Path Relinking Crossover
We adapt PRCRX, the spatial path relinking crossover operator that we developed as part of an
optimization heuristic, to an MCMC algorithm through the Multiple-Try Model framework. Here,
the purpose of the optimization crossover operator is to create a Markov transition proposal set.
One proposal state from this set is chosen probabilistically and is accepted or rejected according
to a generalized Metropolis-Hastings ratio.
We begin with a set of q parallel chains, X1,X2, . . . ,Xq, that are randomly generated. Their
state at time t is x(t)1 ,x
(t)
2 , . . . ,x
(t)
q , respectively. For the spatial path relinking crossover, we need
a current state and a target state. If, at time t, for chain Xi, we want to invoke a spatial path re-
linking crossover transition, then state x(t)i becomes the current state. We randomly select another
chain, Xj , j 6= i from the set or population of all other Markov chains. The current state of that
randomly chosen chain, x(t)j , becomes the target state.
2 Roberts and Gilks (1994) established that
essentially any way of choosing the target state, x(t)j , is appropriate provided that x
(t)
i and x
(t)
j are
independent.
The spatial path relinking crossover, PRCRX, begins at state x(t)i and moves in the direction
of state x(t)j . Each step in the crossover heuristic involves the swap of some set of contiguous
units from their zone in the current state to their zone in the target state. Figure 4 illustrates this
process. The current state is shown in subfigure (a). The target state is shown in subfigure (b).
Each of the outlined regions in subfigure (c) has a unique source/target zone label, indicating its
zone assignment in the source state and its zone assignment in the target state. Since there are 4
zones, there are 4 ∗ 4 = 16 possible unique current/target zone labels, though all of these zone
labels will not necessarily be in an overlap. In the illustration, only 13 of the 16 possible groupings
appear.
The path relinking begins with a set of k seed groups, where k is the number of zones in the
partitioning problem. These seed groups can be chosen in any way as long as the resulting groups
each have unique target zones. Subfigure (d) shows one way in which to choose these seed groups,
i.e., by picking those groups where the current and target zone labels are the same.
Figure 4 shows one possible path that traverses the entire distance from the source state to the
target state. Note that full traversal of the path from the current state to the target state is not nec-
essary since the purpose is simply to explore the feasible intermediate states in the neighborhood
space, not necessarily to complete the path. Subfigure (f) shows one intermediate state along one
path that results from the re-assignment of the region labeled ∆1. Many intermediate/proposal
states exist along the various possible paths in the spatial neighborhood space.
Let C be the total number of sets of contiguous units that need to be moved or re-assigned to
complete the path. A proposal state is the result of the swap of some number, c, of these compo-
nents, 1 < c < C. The distance between states x(t)i and x
(t)
j is defined as d =
∑C
z=1 |Gz|, where z
2The MTM framework requires T (x,y) > 0 if and only if T (y,x) > 0. That is, the transition to y from x is possible
if and only if this transition is reversible with non-zero probability. To ensure that x could be chosen as the anchor
solution, whenever a path relinking transition is accepted, we enlarge the target pool by one by inserting the current
solution, x(t)i , into the target pool. Since we just traversed a path that connects x to y, we know such a path exists.
Hence, if y becomes the current state, to satisfy the reversibility requirement, it only has to be possible that x(t)i could
be chosen as the target solution.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the Crossover Operator (PRCRX)
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is a zone identifier, Gz is a set of contiguous units, C is the number of sets, Gz , in the source zone
that can potentially be moved to the target zone, and |Gz| is the cardinality of the set of contigu-
ous units in the group Gz . At most, d units, contained within C connected components need to be
moved to complete the entire path from the current state to the target state.
The direction of the movement from the current state is determined by the target state. The
magnitude of the movement in this direction is chosen randomly by sampling dm ∼ Unif[{|Gz|∀z}].
To identify a set ofm proposal states, y1,y2, . . . ,ym, at various distances, dm, along the path in the
spatial neighborhood space of state x(t)i and state x
(t)
j , we draw m samples.
Once we have our proposal set, Y = {y1,y2, . . . ,ym}, we choose a state, y, from this set
with probability proportional to ξ(x,y) = pi(x)T (x,y)λ(x,y), where λ(x,y) is a non-negative
symmetric function and T (x,y) is the proposal transition function defined by the path relinking
operator. Note that T (x,y) does not need to be symmetric. In addition, the only requirement
for λ(x,y) is that λ(x,y) > 0 whenever T (x,y) > 0. How to identify an optimal λ(x,y) for a
particular application is an open question. However, Liu, Liang and Wong (2000), in their set of
numerical experiments, found that the performance of an MTM sampler was insensitive to the
choice of λ(x,y) and that the simplest choice is λ(x,y) ≡ 1. This is the choice we utilize.
If c connected components is the number of connected components that have been moved from
the current state x to the target state, y, then we can see that T (x,y) = C(C − 1) . . . (C − (c − 1))
and then ξ(x,y) = T (x,y) exp{H(y)}.
Once the state y is chosen, we generate a second set, {x∗} = {x∗1,x∗2, . . . ,x∗m−1}, from T (y, ·),
which is a transition that is also defined by the spatial path relinking model, but y is now the
current state, x(t)i is the target state, and {x∗} is a set of intermediate states that lie in the neighbor-
hood space between y and x(t)i . We then accept y as the next Markov chain state with probability
defined by the generalized Metropolis-Hastings ratio,
rPRCRX = min
{
1,
ξ(y,x) +
∑m−1
j=1 ξ(yj ,x)
ξ(x,y) +
∑m−1
j=1 ξ(x
∗
j ,y)
}
, (15)
and let x(t+1)i = x
(t)
i with the remaining probability.
This process allows us to update one Markov chain,Xi, with information from another Markov
chain, Xj , that is randomly chosen to be the target chain. The next step, x
(t+1)
i , for the current
Markov chain, Xi, is updated with an MTM transition along the direction defined by the path
between x(t)i and x
(t)
j .
4.4 Evolutionary Markov Chain Monte Carlo Algorithm (EMCMC)
Our Evolutionary Markov Chain Monte Carlo (EMCMC) algorithm combines the advantages of
evolutionary algorithms as optimization heuristics for state space traversal and the theoretical con-
vergence properties of Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms for sampling from unknown distri-
butions. We encompass these two algorithms within the framework of a Multiple-Try Metropo-
lis Markov Chain model that incorporates a generalized Metropolis-Hasting ratio. The general
framework is as follows.
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1. Initialize q parallel chains, X1,X2, . . . ,Xq at separate randomly generated feasible solutions,
x
(0)
1 ,x
(0)
2 , . . . ,x
(0)
q .
2. For each iteration of the algorithm, t = 0, 1, . . . , T , the current state of each chain, x(t)i , is
updated to x(t+1)i . The state at iteration t+ 1 is determined with either a mutation transition,
with probability pm, or a crossover transition, with probability pc = 1 − pm. The values of
pm and pc may be the same or different across the n chains.
3. If the next step is determined with a mutation transition, generate a proposal transition via
the ECMUT operator, and accept or reject that proposal with MH ratio,
rMUT =
Mx
My
exp{−[H(y)−H(x)]}.
4. If the next step is a proposal from the PRCRX spatial path relinking crossover operator,
accept the proposal with the generalized Metropolis ratio,
rPRCRX = min
{
1,
ξ(y,x) +
∑m−1
j=1 ξ(yj ,x)
ξ(x,y) +
∑m−1
j=1 ξ(x
∗
j ,y)
}
.
By adapting the ECMUT mutation operator and the spatial PRCRX crossover operators into
the MCMC framework as described in Sections 4.1–4.3, we arrive at a new MCMC algorithm,
which we term an Evolutionary Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm (EMCMC), for sampling
constrained spatial partitions. EMCMC utilizes optimization heuristics to guide the movement of
Markov chains. This enables large movements in the state space while supplying a way for these
large movements to identify states that are not unlikely to be associated with a reasonably large
Metropolis-Hastings ratio. The Multiple-Try Method provides a generalized Metropolis-Hastings
ratio that enables the integration of optimization methods with MCMC algorithms that is able to
sampling spatial partition with constraints from spatial state spaces.
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5 Empirical Example
Figure 5: Spatial Partitioning Example. A representation with spatial geographic units is shown
on the left. A graph representation is shown on the right.
We demonstrate the properties and effectiveness of EMCMC with an empirical application. In
this application, there are 25 spatial units that we seek to partition into 3 spatially contiguous and
separate zones. The plot on the left in Figure 5 shows these units and their spatial configuration
as a collection of spatial geographic units. This representation is not particularly conducive to
computational structures, and so we transform these units into a graph theory format. The corre-
sponding graph theory representation is shown on the right in Figure 5. The edges in the graph
indicate spatial adjacency. Each node is able to preserve the attributes of the geographic unit via
node weights/attributes. The unit weights are shown by the number in each of the nodes.
In this example, a feasible solution is defined as an exhaustive and mutually exclusive partition
of the 25 nodes into 3 disjoint contiguous subgraphs such that the total weight in each subgraph
is within 10% of the total weight in each of the other subgraphs. The coloring in the map and the
graph displays one feasible partition of the units into 3 zones/subgraphs that satisfy the contiguity
and weight balancing requirement. The total weight of the red subgraph in the graph is 54,565.
The total weight of the green subgraph is 61,711. The total weight of the blue subgraph is 58,767.
If we measure the weight balance as maxi |wi − µ|/µ, where µ =
∑
iwi/k, and k is the number of
zones, then this partition has a weight balance score of 0.058, which is below our threshold value
of 0.10. We seek to produce a uniform sample of the set of all such feasible partitions.
With no constraints (i.e., no contiguity requirement and no weight balancing requirement),
there are S(25, 3) = 141, 197, 991, 025 ways to partition these spatial units into 3 zones, where
S(n, k) is a Sterling number of the second kind. When a contiguity requirement is imposed, the
number of feasible partitions reduces to 117,688 possible solutions. When the weight balancing
requirement is added, only 927 of the possible partitions remain feasible partitions. Evidently, the
constraints significantly reduce the feasible portion of the overall state space.
We employed our EMCMC algorithm with 16 parallel chains. In 5 seconds of time, each chain
visited approximately 7,000 feasible states or partitions where feasible is defined as satisfying the
contiguity and the weight balancing requirements. Let X represent a feasible state. Since these
states are spatial partitions, the state space does not have a convenient structure that is simple
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Partition Metric
Figure 6: Spatial Partitioning Application Example. The true underlying distribution of the par-
tition metric, f(X), is shown with a red histogram. Overlaid on that red histogram is a blue
histogram that shows the metric for the states visited by our Markov chains. In purple is the
overlap of these two distributions.
either to order or to represent in R. To alleviate this problem, let f : X → R be a function that
takes a partition, X , and maps it to a metric in R. This function may be an arbitrary function. The
partition metric we use in our empirical example is,
f(X) =
1
2
k∑
i=1
wi∑k
i=1wi
| ri −R |
R(1−R) , (16)
where i = 1, . . . k is a zone index, wi is the aggregated weight in zone i, ri is the proportion of
weight in zone i with a particular characteristic, r, and R is the proportion of that characteristic, r,
across all zones. The resulting distribution of this partition metric, f(X), among the visited states
is shown in Figure 6. The true underlying distribution of the partition metric is shown with a red
histogram. Overlaid on that red histogram is a blue histogram that shows the metric for the states
visited by our Markov chains. In purple is the overlap of these two distributions. As we can see,
the overlap of the states visited by the Markov chains and the true underlying distribution, while
not exact, is fairly close. The histograms and their overlap provide evidence of the ability of our
EMCMC algorithm to uniformly sample the underlying spatial state space.
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Figure 7: Visualizing the state space and the portion of the state space that contains feasible solu-
tions. The set of feasible solutions is greatly reduced from the full set of combinatorial set parti-
tions. The individual feasible solutions are scattered about the solution space in an unstructured
and unknown manner.
6 The Challenges with Scaling to Larger Applications
While EMCMC was able to successfully sample the feasible spatial partitions in this spatial state
space, this particular spatial partitioning application, while not trivial, is still small in size and
does not reach the level of complexity that accompanies both larger problem sizes and/or addi-
tional constraints. Hence, while this spatial state space provides some proof of concept, additional
hurdles must be overcome in order to ensure successful navigation for more complex applications.
While our small example does not, itself, produce a sufficiently challenging application, it has two
important roles. First, it is small enough that we can enumerate all of the spatial partitions and
thus allows us to test the ability of our algorithm to produce a uniform sample from the true un-
derlying distribution. Second, it is large enough to allow us to explore the structure and root of
the obstacles that manifest in larger and more complex applications.
6.1 Solution Sparsity
One issue is solution sparsity. In our small problem, the simple unconstrained combinatorial con-
struction of sets has more than 1011 possible solutions. When the spatial contiguity constraint is
imposed, the number of feasible partitions is reduced many orders of magnitude to 105. That is,
fewer than 0.0001% of the set partitions are spatially contiguous. Though it is obvious that con-
siderations of spatially defined locality and adjacency have a direct and explicit effect on solution
feasibility, this example highlights that even in a small sized application, the effect is dramatic.
Figure 7 helps us visualize the precipitous decline in the number of feasible solutions from the
number of unconstrained combinatorial set partitions. In the figure on the left, if the plot region
represents the full set of combinatorial set partitions, then the red square in the middle is 100 times
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Figure 8: The figure on the left illustrates a fully connected subspace that is comprised of all
solutions that satisfy the contiguity constraint. The figure on the right illustrates the patchy space
that ensues if any constraint in addition to contiguity is used to define a feasible solution.
larger than the set of contiguous partitions. Pointedly, the feasible state space is much smaller than
the entire decision space.
6.2 Disconnected Solution Space
While the red square helps us visualize the size of the feasible space, note that the feasible solutions
are not concentrated in the central part or in any part of the entire solution space. Instead, the
feasible solutions are scattered throughout the decision space in an unstructured and unknown
manner, as illustrated in the plot on the right in Figure 7. While the size of the dots is now too large
(collectively, they should be 100 times smaller than the red square in the plot on the left), they are
correctly shown as scattered throughout the space. For any reasonably sized spatial partitioning
problem, then, an intelligent spatially guided search is essential since simply random movement
in the decision space almost surely identifies an infeasible solution, which results in enormous
wasted computational effort (Liu and Cho, 2020).
Importantly, note the critical implications that arise from the choice of the graph theoretic rep-
resentation. Computationally, the graph theoretic framework is advantageous because it permits
a simple way to incorporate spatial adjacency with convenient discrete structures and provides
an organizational framework for state space traversal. It also facilitates a way to define a fully
connected state space such that beginning at any contiguous state, one can reach any other con-
tiguous solution via a sequence of deletions/creations of single edges between nodes. Unsurpris-
ingly, accounting for contiguity in this graph traversal is relatively simple since the basis of the
graph structure is spatial contiguity. However, perhaps also unsurprisingly, then, graph traver-
sal accounting for other constraints is not so easily facilitated and requires dedicated effort and
ingenuity.
To be sure, any graph theoretic framework compels a specific notion of solution adjacency
and proximity. In particular, the number of edges that must be changed to convert one solution to
another defines the distance between those two solutions in the state space. In our graph represen-
tation, the distance from one contiguous solution to another contiguous solution is 1; and the set of
all contiguous solutions forms a connected set. When feasibility includes another constraint, this
additionally constrained set of feasible solutions, using this graph traversal mechanism, almost
surely now comprises a disconnected set.
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Figure 9: Spatially Isolated Partitions. With a Markov transition that involves only movement on
zone boundaries, these two feasible partitions are isolated from all other feasible partitions.
A connected space can be visualized with the amoeba shape shown in Figure 8. The main
feature of the “shape” of the contiguous solutions is that it comprises a connected subspace such
that any contiguous partition can be reached from any other contiguous partition with transitions
that traverse only other contiguous partitions. That is, movement is completely confined within
the contiguous set, and movement into infeasible space is not necessary. However, the imposition
of any other constraint, say, weight balancing, induces a “patchy” decision space that is not fully
connected by similar traversal. We can visualize this as the figure on the right in Figure 8. How
to traverse from one contiguous solution that satisfies the weight balancing criterion to another
contiguous solution that also satisfies the weight balancing criteria is non-trivially more difficult,
featuring not only greater sparsity, but disconnected solution regions. For our small example,
Figure 9 shows two feasible partitions that are proximate and reachable from the other, but isolated
from all other feasible partitions if traversal involves only unit swaps on subgraph borders.
6.3 Search Strategies
As we have already noted, for the task of sampling solutions satisfying only the contiguity con-
straint, a Markov transition like ECMUT-1, as well as variants that have been proposed by oth-
ers (Bangia et al., 2017), is sufficient. While the Markov chain produced by this transition proposal
is irreducible on the fully connected state space, it is not irreducible when additional constraints
restrict the feasible solution space and induce a disconnected state space. A reducible Markov
chain will not produce a sample of the underlying space.
This issue can be resolved by 1) allowing movement into infeasible space in the search for other
feasible regions, 2) formulating a set of parallel or serial chains that uniformly sample among and
in the disconnected regions, or 3) specifying a different transition proposal that does produce an
irreducible Markov chain. The first option is theoretically viable, but plainly produces massive
computational waste. In our small example, the wasted effort is not strictly limiting given the
small problem size. However, for a larger and more realistic application, this approach is not
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practical without enlisting greater computational capacity. The second option avoids the wasted
computational effort spent wading through infeasible regions, but then introduces a new problem
to solve, that of identifying a random sample of initial states. For our small spatial partitioning ap-
plication, and for applications generally where the state space is not continuous, parallel Markov
chains can alleviate some of the potential issues if we are able to generate random initial states in
different disconnected regions. For our small empirical application, generating these initial ran-
dom states was relatively easy, but for larger and more complex applications, devising a method
for identifying random initial states for a set of parallel chains is non-trivial. The third option re-
quires ingenuity in devising the transition proposal for the Markov chain. The transition proposal
must be able to make large movements that transcend the discontinuities that vex simpler and
smaller transition proposals.3
Certainly the advantages of employing these separate options can made more effective by
combining the various strategies. Movement need not completely avoid infeasible solutions; par-
allelism can be implemented from a variety of different serial scenarios; and larger Markov transi-
tions can be integrated along with parallel chains that sometimes explore infeasible space. Indeed,
a confluence of these strategies is likely to be more effective than any one on its own. This is the
approach that we employ in our EMCMC algorithm, where all of these strategies have been incor-
porated.
Finally, computational scalability transcends the choice of search strategy. While convergence
rates are certainly affected by the efficiency of the transition proposal, for large applications, one
must also pursue computational strategies to further improve efficiency. This brings us to our last
challenge, where even with a significantly more efficient and irreducible Markov chain, the issue
of scalability remains.
6.4 Computational Scalability with Massively Parallel Architecture
The nature of the EMCMC algorithm is already parallelized, with a parallel structure that is
straightforward to scale, so scalability is already an integral part of our algorithm. In Figure 10,
we see how our EMCMC algorithm scales when we enlist more processor cores. As we double
the number of processor cores, EMCMC reaches an increasingly larger portion of the underlying
state space. The figure on the right shows the number of unique solutions identified in 10 minutes
3To be sure, there may be other issues such as a multimodal state space replete with copious low and high energy
states. Here, there is a significant literature with many and varied proposals. None of these can be regarded as a gen-
eral fix. Rather, they must be tuned to the particular application. The strategies generally fall into one of two camps.
The first is the set of methods that incorporate temperature as an auxiliary variable to facilitate sampling at a broad
array of temperatures, both low and high. Included in this set is, for example, parallel tempering (Geyer, 1991), the
equi-energy sampler (Kou, Zhou and Wong, 2006), and the Swendsen-Wang algorithm (Swendsen and Wang, 1986).
The second is the set that incorporates information from past samples, which includes, for example, multicanonical
sampling (Berg and Neuhaus, 1991), the Wang-Landau algorithm (Wang and Landau, 2001) and stochastic approxima-
tion Monte Carlo (Liang, Liu and Carroll, 2007). The choice depends on which strategy is most tightly coupled with
the peculiarities of the specific state space. This literature addresses issues of efficiency in the Markov chain. That is,
if one has an irreducible Markov chain that converges slowly, these strategies help to increase the efficiency of that
chain and hasten convergence by producing a method that employs a mechanism for facilitating movement out of low
energy states. Fifield et al. (2019) found that a parallel tempering approach was able to sample spatial partitions, but
they failed to realize that the sample was enabled by the different chains that were initialized in different disconnected
regions. That is, what makes this approach tenable is not parallel tempering per se, but the ability to initiate different
Markov chains (whether in parallel or not) at different and random starting states.
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Figure 10: Scalability of EMCMC Algorithm. EMCMC is able to effectively scale with additional
computational resources.
of computing time on the Blue Waters supercomputer. When 8,192 processors are utilized, we
explore almost 17 million unique states, which is more than 3 times as many states as were ex-
plored with 2,048 processor cores. Importantly, with any number of processor cores, the EMCMC
algorithm was able to parse the underlying state space to successfully produce a representative
sample of the set of feasible solutions.
As the size of the state space grows larger, all of the challenges we have identified must be
addressed simultaneously and in increasingly adept ways. Indeed, as the application size grows,
the effectiveness and efficiency afforded by the spatial path relinking crossover transition becomes
increasingly essential. The crossover transition provides both larger movement, leading to greater
efficiency and effectiveness, as well as the ability to move between disconnected portions of the
overall state space. Our directed crossover operator guides intelligent and efficient space traversal
while parallel chains aid in diversity, reaching the different modes, and harnessing more comput-
ing power. In this small example, the power of PRCRX was not evident because the space is
sufficiently small that it can be effectively sampled with the ECMUT operator and parallel chains
that were initiated at different random start states. This strategy would not be effective with larger
applications where our spatial path relinking crossover and our ability to harness massive com-
puting power becomes essential.
7 Discussion
We have devised a massively parallel Evolutionary Markov Chain Monte Carlo (EMCMC) algo-
rithm for sampling from astronomically large and complex spatial state spaces. The applicability
and performance of our algorithm has been demonstrated for a spatial partitioning problem. We
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have additionally scaled our algorithm to harness massive computational power on parallel com-
puting architecture, which is necessary for problems of large scale. The performance gain of our
algorithm is significant.
Within our EMCMC algorithm, we have introduced a transition rule for a Markov chain that
utilizes an optimization heuristic to enable large movements. Our optimization heuristic identifies
local optimality information via a directed search. We use this information to adapt and update the
Markov chain in promising directions. These ideas stem from Mezei (1980) and Gelman and Rubin
(1992), who suggested that efficiency in a Markov chain can be improved by initially exploring
where modes occur and then adjusting the proposal function accordingly, as well as the work
of Liu, Liang and Wong (2000) who proposed the MTM method where any anchor point that is
independent of the current state can be used effectively in an MCMC sampler to direct future
draws. In addition, our work builds upon our previous research in the optimization realm, which
we utilize to form the basis for an adaptive deterministic procedure in our MCMC.
There remain a number of avenues for future exploration. For instance, the efficiency of the
EMCMC sampler relies on a calibration between the proposal step size, the size of the proposal
set, m, and the complexity of the landscape of the underlying distribution, pi. As well, while our
EA operators were effective, there are other and perhaps more efficient methods for landscape
traversal in these spatial state spaces. Improvement in the optimization components would have
obvious translation to gains in performance for the sampler. There is an unknown and untested
relationship between the population size or the number of parallel chains and the rate of con-
vergence of the sampler. A larger number of chains increases the diversification of the search,
which is desirable, while fewer but longer chains have an impact on the convergence rate. There
are a number of trade offs, some of which are application specific, while others have roots in the
theoretical properties of the underlying model.
In addition, computational advances will improve the performance of the sampler. This in-
cludes innovations that increase the efficiency of the computational algorithms as well as novel
ways to adapt the serial implementation of the algorithm to run on the massively parallel ar-
chitecture that is available on supercomputers. This type of architecture will have an obvious
relationship with the population size or the number of Markov chains that can be run in parallel.
It has a more subtle relationship with how the search can be made more efficient, by perhaps,
intelligently increasing the diversity and the intensity of the optimization heuristic in response to
the variations in state space landscape (Cho and Liu, 2019). The large number of processors could
then span across the solution space to increase diversity in the search while working collectively
or intensively in regions where the search is particularly difficult.
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